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" DOFALA Inc.” is a animation studio that can provide joy and happiness to people.

As a content producer that creates animation and music, We plan and produce various genres of 

content based on Unreal real-time rendering technology. 



Company Overview

Company Name DOFALA Inc.

Founding year March 01st, 2018

CEO Lee Heeseung

Number of
employees

[KOREA] DOFALA : 42
[INODONESIA] PT. DOFALA : 57

Adderss
[5F 514, 7, Yeonmujang 5ga-gil, Seongdong-gu, 
Seoul, Republic of Korea 

Office Phone
Number

+82 70-4006-5421

Business
registration 

number
379-88-01091

Business 
content points 

in Korea

Name : Lee Ju Dong
Phone Number : +82 10-8274-2106
E-mail : jd@dofala.co.kr

Business 
content points 

in Global

Name : YUKI DOU
Phone Number  : +82 10-2045-6003
E-mai: yukidou@dofala.co.kr

Website http://www.dofala.co.kr

mailto:jd@dofala.co.kr
mailto:yukidou@dofala.co.kr
http://www.dofala.co.kr/


“DOFALA Studio” is optimized for contents creation. Currently, 

the animation team, business team, and sound team are set up at 

head office in Korea. We established a branch in Indonesia as well 

to produce shows through collaboration with head team. 

In addition, we are currently expanding the number of employees 

for various projects.

We are making efforts to contribute to the domestic and 

international content industry through various attempts in the 

future.

▲ DOFALA in INDONESIA▲ DOFALA in KOREA ▲ DOFALA Sound Studio

Studio Introduction



REFERENCE

JACK KIM, director of DOFALA Studios, 

created the Korean animation Hello Carbot TV and theatrical series.

Due to this influence, DOFALA Studios was primarily outsourced before 2020.

Since 2020, we have been producing the original IP of DOFALA Studios.

Jack Kim. Director



IP Introduction

A number of projects are being planned simultaneously to target various age audiences

Ongoing Project

DINO POWERS
KUANG,

The Little Dinosaur
BALL BEAR BUSKING STAR

• Other projects are being planned for VR games and new animation production.



Business area

Animation & New Media, etc.

Content creation

Licenses and merchandise 

Manufacturing business

Toy distribution business

Overseas IP 

distribution business

• Produce contents such as self-animations

• Joint content planning and development

• DOFALA IP, Licensing business

• own product development business

• IP-related toy distribution business • DOFALA IP, Overseas distribution 

and licensing business, etc.



DOFALA STUDIO, IP Introduction



DINOPORWERS

ⓒ DOFALA, RONGJUN All rights reserved.

• Title

• Format

• Length

• Technique

• Genre

• Target

• Product

DINO POWERS

TV Series & New Media

11min X 26ep (Season 1)
11min X 26ep (Season 2)

HD FULL 3D Animation

Comedy / Action / Robot

6~10 years

DOFALA Inc.
EAKI (China Toy Company)



Dinosaurs

Rides

Transformation
Robots

Combined
Robots

Intention of the plan.

"Dinosaurs, vehicles (airplanes, cars, etc.), transforming robots, and combined robots" have few global cultural differences.

A robot animation filled with keywords that boys like with each episode



Synopsis

The only existence that can save the world, Dino Powers !!

In the not too distant future, science and technology are rapidly developing, and 

people live by raising dinosaurs saved by genetic engineering as pets.One of 

them is Choi Kang, an ordinary elementary school student, who lives with the 

cute dinosaur Tyranno like a family.

One night, with the sound of knocking on the window, the cube flies in, shines 

brightly, turns into a bracelet, and fills the strongest wrist. It doesn't take long to 

realize that the power of a cube bracelet can transform a Tyrannosaurus into a 

mechanized dinosaur, and that special goggles can be used to see a Simon that 

permeates humans' daily lives and causes accidents.

The present world where dynos and humans coexist and the parallel world on 

the other side where monsters live. Four heroes chosen by the Cube to stop 

Anti-Ti from breaking the boundaries between the two worlds. They work 

together to form Dinosaurs and fight against monsters!

Dinopowers, the only being who will save the world against the antis who want 

to break down the boundaries between the parallel world and the human world, 

begins!

Preview Trailer

https://youtu.be/xcM1-tfXTUk
https://youtu.be/xcM1-tfXTUk


Character

[Choi Gang] with. Tyrannosaurus

A twelve-year-old passionate boy full of justice.

He is not active and often makes mistakes or causes 

inconvenience to others. He's not good at school, but he's a 

master at games.

Sometimes there's a stubborn side to it, where members of 

DINOPOWERS learn to work together against monsters.



Character

[Ban Di] with. Triceratops

At 13, she looks pretty but has a different personality and 

doesn't get along well with girls her age. She dreams of 

becoming a game master and plays games every day while 

girls her age care about their appearance. She is a best friend 

who grew up playing house with Choi Kang in a neighborhood 

and suffers from lack of strength when confronting strong 

monsters, but breaks through the crisis with brilliant ideas



Character

[Si won] with. Ankylosaurus

Thirteen-year-old boy, always calm and silent. Maybe that's 

why he's so popular with girls. He has the temerity to make 

lame jokes at times. Unlike "choi gang" where emotions 

precede, they always think and act coolly and rationally. He is 

weak in power, but when confronted by monsters, he identifies 

weaknesses with cool judgment.



Character

[Dong Hae] with. Brontosaurus

Twelve years old, he is fat, slow and cowardly. He's a glutton, 

but he never eats anything. He's quite a gourmet. He looks for 

food all the time, and even when he fights monsters, he can't 

help but eat snacks. He relieves his stinging eyes on fat by 

playing games.



스크린 샷



스크린 샷



스크린 샷



스크린 샷



KUANG, The Little Dinosaurs

Ⓒ Soul Creative / DOFALA All Rights Reserved.

• Title

• Format

• Length

• Technique

• Genre

• Target

• Product

KUANG, The Little Dinosaur

TV Series & New Media

5.5min X 104ep
planning to produce 1,000 contents 
applied to new media.

HD FULL 3D Animation

Music / Education

3~7 years

Soul Creative Co.,Ltd. 
DOFALA Inc.



Intention of the plan.

Branding as global music animation content through

story development using music under the theme of daily life and safety.

Dinosaurs
Animation production using dinosaurs to target cultures
around the world!

Animation
Produce content that is tailored to 
children's eye level.

Music
Using music, children can easily 

understand and sing along.

Branding Global Content with Music Animation



Synopsis

Music animation content that depicts dinosaur friends growing up.

Kuang, Carrie, Greeny, Pico and Tobi had a very good relationship in this 

dinosaur village.

They have completely different personalities and appearances, but they 

love music.

The dino band will be joined by the band.

The music is the most important thing in their mind.

They use music to have fun, to gain fresh knowledge, to create amazing 

inventions as well as to figure out quarrel between them.

<KUANG The Little Dinosaur> it's a content that can see these little 

dinosaurs growing up step by step through their singing.

Preview Trailer

https://youtu.be/_-HlDz6o5Sk
https://youtu.be/_-HlDz6o5Sk


Kuang – Tarbosaurus
Faster and stronger than anyone.

Look! What is that? Let’s go!

Troublemaker in peaceful place <Dino Village>

Feature : Adventurer / Positive  / Guitarist / Sub-vocal

Weakness:His tail is good at keeping balance,but when it be caught,

he won't be able to use his strength.

Kuang is a curious and active guy once in doubt, acting first before thinking. 

He’s always positive and optimistic about everything, 

and does not care much about what will happen next.

Always be brave and never give up by mistakes or failures.

Character



Carrie – Triceratops 
Cheerful girl

A Cheerful girl who love sports!!

Feature : Sports women / Cheerful / Bassist

She is a smart, shrewd but occasionally arrogant girl.

She seem likes a balance between the active Kuang and cautious Greeny.

She is good at solving problem and helping friends

to deal with those aftermaths.

Character



Greeny – Brachiosaurus
Thinking deeply, acting carefully!

‘Guys, Let’s think a little more!!’

Feature : Soft outside but hard inside / Cooking / Drummer

He's the most powerful of his friends with consideration 

and warm-hearted who live in <Dino village>. 

But he does not like to solve problems by force. 

If Kuang is active and goes first, Greeny looks slow-motion 

and thoughtful. 

Once Greeny moves, he could be braver than anyone.

Character



Pico – Pinacosaurus
Tiny body, but great eater

‘Hmmm…, I want to eat it…!!!’

The best eater in <Dino Village> 

Feature : Naive personality / Toy / Eating / Keyboard

The cutest girl in the world! If she looks at the other dinosaurs 

with a adorable look on her face, 

every dinosaur would be willing to give their food to her 

even they hadn’t eaten for 3 days long. 

She is younger than Kuang, Carrie and Greeny. 

So she is very affected by others.

Character



Tobi – Pteranodon 
Chatty and bragger

‘When I was three months old…!!

Call himself A best inventor of <Dino Village>

Feature :  Big talker / Inventor / Sub-instrument

Can’t figure he is  genius or not because of his big talk 

and endless chatter. But sometimes, 

he makes wonderful inventions that his friends 

can never think of.

When Tobi and Kuang meet, there is always in trouble.

Character



All-around bus 'Genie'
A friend listens to children's worries

Stage Device / Actor / Main-vocal

'Genie' is a delightful bus that solves children's worries together. 

With an all-around bus that transforms 

freely to suit children's situations.

Let’s walk around Dino Village with these little dinosaurs. 

Character



[DINO Village]

A peaceful and happy home for little dinosaurs.

Background Image



SCREEN SHOT



SCREEN SHOT



SCREEN SHOT



SCREEN SHOT



BALL BEAR

• Title

• Format

• Length

• Technique

• Genre

• Target

• Product

BALL BEAR

New Media

2min X 104ep
applied to new media.

3D CGI & A live-action Video

Slapstick Comedy / Sports

15~30 years (Sub. Family) 

DOFALA Inc.



Intention of the plan.

Develop branding and content of commercially 

available sports motifs through thorough analysis

01. Production of character planning that is easy to export overseas

- Developing unique characters that can be applied globally through research and analysis of animation characters

- Giving a character personality that is not dependent on a particular culture

02. Character planning development that facilitates 
the use of various IT businesses

- Suitable characters such as sports experience theme parks, kids cafes, etc.

- Create acceptable characters for video, PC, mobile games and content

03. Character and Artwork Design for Publishing/Printing

- Produce stories and images that can publish sports educational books

04. Character development aimed at character licensing business

- Develop attractive characters by combining balls and animals for intuitive product development



Synopsis

The very special story of sports balls begins!

Even after the game, the time of the balls never stops.

During the day, they go to their respective sports stadiums or practice areas, and at 

night, they come back to Borland to hang out with their family, friends, and neighbors 

to wrap up the day.

They dream of a "Balltopia" where people in the world fall in love with the joy of 

playing ball.

But not all the balls are the same.

“Chi-gu”, who is eager to train among baseball balls who dream of home run balls to 

avoid getting hit by bats. "Channy" is a fast-paced footballer who's ahead of his 

enthusiasm, but slow-paced. Rather than being a bouncy and flying basketball ball, 

you want to be a rapper, "Nurkey."

Bolland's average ball, where first place and victory are the best,

There are also balls with different personalities and values.

Although Bolland's "bullies," "outsiders," "loser" and so on.

Although they are characters, the young ball bears who dream of extraordinary value 

start to revolt.

Preview Trailer

https://youtu.be/GFsGYY8mWwo
https://youtu.be/GFsGYY8mWwo


Character



Character SOCCER BALL X PANDA

Sport Ball Bear character

[Channy] An enthusiastic positive king who is motivated

Soccer balls resembling panda bear

A soccer ball, whose dream is to become a World Cup official ball, 

is a positive and passionate energizer. 

But there's a jinx of deflating at the crucial moment.. 

Motto: No challenge, no greater success!



캐릭터



Character BASEBALL X POLAR BEAR

Sport Ball Bear character

[Chi gu] An insatiable rebel 

base balls resembling polar bear

His father is a famous baseball 

A rebellious personality who doesn't want to be hit

Motto : You're the ones who get hit by a baseball!





Character BASKETBALL X TIGER

Sport Ball Bear character

[Nucky] Eardrum Destroyer Bluffing Rapper 

basekt balls resembling Tiger

The one who want to be a rapper,

but don't have any talent. A big eater. favorite food is hamburger.

motto: Life is swag~!!





Character BADMINTON X DUCK

Sport Ball Bear character

[KO-GI] A hot temperament at war with hair loss

Badminton balls resembling duck

He is sensitive and has a strong obsession with hot-tempered appearance, especially hair. 

Actually, it's a secret that the feathers are wigs. 

Motto:The feathers are not retreating. It's what I'm moving forward.





Character BOWLING BALL X SEAL

Sport Ball Bear character

[BooBy] The king of buttery gags 

bowling balls resembling seal

An old-fashioned neighborhood old man 

who is accumulating pinpin (bowling pins)

with a lot of old man gag

“Lady, where are the wings? Did you leave it in heaven?”

Motto: Cha Cha Cha with Dance



Character BOWLING PIN X PENGUIN

Sport Ball Bear character

[Pinpin] Like a fool, not a fool, but a fool 

Bowling pins resembling penguin

A chatty girl group that always sounds like an alien. 

motto: stick together, live apart drives die.













SCREEN SHOT
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SCREEN SHOT



SCREEN SHOT



SCREEN SHOT



BUSKING STAR

• Title

• Format

• Length

• Technique

• Genre

• Target

• Product

Busking Star

TV Series & New Media

11min X 13ep
Contents for new media will be produced 
separately.

HD FULL 3D ANIMATION

COMEDY / FANTASY / K-POP

13~25 years Woman (Sub. Family) 

DOFALA Inc.



Intention of the plan.

Animation

Character

EntertainmentSoftware

Game

MUSIC

MOTIVATION

▲ Various genres were born in combination with music

What is the goal of a busking star planned through various motifs?

Various forms of genre, combined with music, have been created

along with new attempts such as animation, character, entertainment, software, and games.

This is an animation fusion content with K-POP to explore new genres and 

create various cultural subcultures in the domestic and foreign animation markets.



Project Concept

The story of those who dream the same dream of music.

To be survival in a tight world. 

It is common to abandon your dreams. There are particularly many 

areas of art and creation that seem irrelevant to making money...

But in the midst of all those difficulties, they never gave up. There are 

also people who struggle with reality and try to achieve their dreams. 

“Busking Star” may be the story of such people. 

And in the middle of them are four boys and girls

He has a natural complex, but through dreams and hopes of music, It's 

an invisible complex. It's a story that slowly unravels and finds its 

identity. “Never give up on your dreams.!” 

Like this, 

“Busking Star” is the story of people who dream the same thing as 

music!



[BONNIE] 보니

[BAGUS] 바구스

[RUI] 루이

[KOON] 쿤

Character



The main spotlight for the Busking Star, Bonnie performs as both vocalist and guitarist for the band. 

Though on daily basis she may look like any ordinary nerdy girl with huge round spectacles, but when it’s 

time for show and her stage persona strikes, nothing can top this captivating shining star. Bonnie is 

brimming with positive attitude and always can find the fun in any situation, yet she’s so gullible at times 

and needs her bandmates to look out for her. 

[BONNIE] 보니

Character



[BAGUS] 바구스

Quiet, huge and bulky. Bagus the avid drummer almost never show any emotion or expression in his face. He only 

communicates using belly drums yet somehow his bandmates always understand what is he saying. Everyone adores 

Bagus, he is dependable and never complains about anything. He always takes initiative being the driver for the band’s 

RV, and as the strongest member of the band, Bagus does most of the stage equipments loading/unloading. 

Bagus loves to stay warm in his signature bear hoodie. By the time for busking, Bagus would zip the hoodie fully up, 

revealing the smiling bear face. This is the moment he would go all out, showing his true passion on stage and his 

drumming performance boosts significantly.

Character



[RUI] 루이

Born from a prestigious, rich family with remarkable musical background, Rui is exposed to the world of music 

since very little by his father. He has been educated with high levels of mastering classical music and performing 

classic solo play on renowned stages. Gifted with a natural talent of his own, he became a hopeful young music 

prodigy who never stops exploring music. From time to time, even he’s seen to start writing music and songs of 

his own.

Lately, Rui has found new interest, a true passion on a unique musical genre which leads him to set his own path 

and perform with the band, Busking Star. Struggling with a family who doesn’t support him to busk, he escapes 

the royal shell with a glimmering red Keyboard-Bass at hand.

Character



[KOON] 쿤

Young and energetic, rapper Koon is an aspiring DJ who has a great taste in music beats. Quite a genius himself, 

he often helps out Rui in making the written music and songs into action. Accompanied with his headphones, 

Koon almost never cease listening to his long playlist of tunes. As a highly sociable person and a tech savvy, he 

manages the Busking Star social media account, searches for the most hit spots to busk, and always ready to 

solve out any technical problems when necessary.

Character



CONCEPT ART IMAGE



CONCEPT ART IMAGE



THANK YOU!


